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Purpose and Introduction
The purpose of this self-guided walk is to encourage our citizens to learn
how to identify trees along historic Main Street, to enjoy their beauty
and appreciate their role in the environment. In planning the walk, we
have partnered with the Town of Glastonbury as well as the Main Street
homeowners. They have graciously allowed us to place markers on
most of the trees, so that you can find them more easily. The markers
list the scientific and common names of the trees just as they appear
in your guidebook. We request that you PLEASE STAY ON THE
SIDEWALK AND DO NOT ENTER THE YARDS. This would abuse
the generosity of homeowners along the route.
The tree walk begins at the Welles Turner Library at 2407 Main Street.
Walk toward South Glastonbury on the west side of the street. At
Hubbard Brook, cross at the cross walk. Continue to Hubbard Street, and
walk around and through Hubbard Green. The map in the centerfold will
guide you to the location of each tree listed there. Return to Main Street
and continue walking on the east side of the street to Rankin Rd.
The total roundtrip distance is 2 miles. To break it into two segments, the
roundtrip distance from the start to the corner of Hubbard Street is 1.6
miles. The distance around Hubbard Green is .4 mile.
We hope you enjoy your walk, and will emerge from it with more
knowledge and appreciation than when you started. We also ask that
you don’t throw this guidebook away when you have finished. Please
give it to a friend or return it to where you picked it up.
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The tour begins at 2407 Main Street at the Welles Turner Library. Walk
south on the west side of Main Street toward South Glastonbury.
#2407 Main European Copper Beach (Fagus sylvatica ‘Atropunicea’)
		Town
This large attractive tree has shaded the library lawn and
events for years. This tree was also enjoyed by Thomas
Jefferson; he had “Purple Beeches” planted at the
southwest and northwest corners of Monticello. Beech
wood has been used for centuries in making furniture,
especially chairs since it bends well without breaking, has
a fine grain and has relatively few knots. The beech was
cultivated in the Middle Ages for its nuts (masts) which
were highly valued as a source of pig feed. Here the
masts are enjoyed by squirrels and birds.
#2333 Main Okame Cherry ( Prunus × incamp ‘Okame’)
		Town
The magnificent Okame cherry breaks the dreary grip
of late winter with an outstanding two- to three-week
display of rosy pink blossoms. This hybrid small
flowering cherry was developed in England, created by
crossing two Asian cherry species. Full sun and moist and
fertile soils encourage abundant blossoming.
		Yellowwood (Cladrastis kentukea)
		Town
A prime ornamental characteristic of yellowwood is
its low-branching form with a broad, rounded crown
of delicate branches. Its slender, zigzagging stems are
smooth and reddish brown. The tree’s branch framework
adds winter interest, enhanced by its smooth gray bark.
Yellowwood gets its common name from the yellow
color of its heartwood when freshly cut. The root bark
of yellowwood was used as a dye by early settlers in the
southern Appalachians. The tree’s wood was once used to
make gun stocks. Yellowwood’s fruit is a typical legume
pod and ripens in the fall.
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#2277 Main White Fir (Abies concolor)
		Private
This tree is directly across the street from Rankin Rd. on
the right of the entrance to a parking lot. Needles on the
tree are long, soft and bluish-green in color. It has a neat
pyramidal shape and does well in city conditions.
#2247 Main Kwanzan Cherry (Prunus serrulata ‘Kwanzan’)
		Town
Three cherry trees here provide a great burst of color with
pink flowers in early spring. The bark on these trees is
reddish-brown to black with horizontal lines or lenticels,
which serve in providing aeration.
#2217 Main Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba)
		Private
The Ginkgo is the most primitive broad-leaved
tree in existence today. The species is native to
eastern China and goes back at least 65 million
years. It is the only living member of a group of
broad-leaved trees that existed that long ago. It’s often
called the Maidenhair Tree because its fan-shaped leaves
resemble the shape of pinnae [leaflets] of the maidenhair
fern. Short spurs on the side of twigs in the winter help
to identify it. Foliage turns a brilliant yellow in the fall.
The tree can grow to 100 ft. and is capable of living 1000
years.
#2213 Main Japanese Maple (Acer palmatum)
		Private
This tree is to the left of the front door of the house. It is
a small tree but very decorative. Its leaves are often finely
cut and very dainty in appearance.
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#2205 Main American Elm (Ulmus americana)
		Private
There are several American Elms along Main St. This one
is quite large. Very few elms are resistant to the Dutch
elm disease, which is spread by the elm bark beetle.
These on Main St. are probably still alive because of
relative isolation. When trees of one kind are planted
closely, roots become grafted together and diseases are
then easily transferred from one tree to another. Open
wounds on the trees often attract the elm bark beetle.
Young elm trees that have been bred to be resistant to
the Dutch elm disease are now being grown in our town
nursery for planting in Glastonbury.
Thornless Honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos ‘Inermis’)
		Private
On the same property, this large, old tree is the
thornless variety of a common tree. The species
has long, stout spines and large brown seed
pods. The foliage is small and delicate, and turns
a lovely shade of yellow in autumn. It is tolerant of
pollution, salt and drought.
#2195 Main American Elm (Ulmus americana)
		Town
Between the sidewalk and the street.
See #2205 Main St. for description
#2183 Main Pin Oak (Quercus palustris)
		Private
On the lawn of the church, to the right of the entrance.
Oak trees are not very easy to identify, but the Pin Oak is
easier than most. If you step back and view the tree from
a distance, you will notice that its branches reach upwards
at the top of the tree, are rather strongly horizontal in the
middle and somewhat pendulous lower down. These traits
seem to be unique to the Pin Oak. Once you know them,
you can spot a Pin Oak from afar.
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#2169 Main Bradford Pear (Pyrus calleryana ‘Bradford’)
		Private
At the left of the church driveway stands a Bradford Pear.
They are a cultivar of the Callery Pear. Callery Pears are
being widely planted in Glastonbury, but other cultivars
are replacing ‘Bradford’, which has a tendency to split as
it ages. It has white flowers in the spring and dense, shiny
green foliage all summer. Late in the fall, after many trees
have dropped their leaves, the foliage turns a brilliant red.
Compared to other pear trees, it is free from pests and
disease.
#2163 Main Norway Maple (Acer platanoides)
		Town
Between the sidewalk and street, directly in front of the
house. Leaves are similar to the Sugar Maple, but their
leaf stalk exudes a milky sap when broken off. The bark
of this tree is furrowed into more narrow ridges than
the Sugar Maple. In the fall, its yellow leaves fall much
later than most maples. It is considered by many to be an
invasive species. A second Norway Maple is also on the
front lawn.
#2157 Main Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida)
		Town
There are two dogwood trees on the front lawn, near the
street. This is a native tree often found in Connecticut
woods. The small, greenish-white flowers are surrounded
by 4 large white bracts [leaflike structures which
resemble petals]. The bracts are rounded and notched.
These are followed by clusters of small red fruit that
attract winter birds. The tree has handsome, scarlet fall
foliage. Pink Flowering Dogwoods are not as common.
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#2155 Main Vienna Weeping Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus ‘Dervaesii’)
		Town
On the lawn of the Town Hall, next to a bench. The
original specimen of this tree was planted at the Hapsburg
Palace in Vienna, Austria in 1890. It was done on the
order of Emperor Franz Joseph to honor the visit of the
Sultan of Turkey. In 1959, a nurseryman from the United
States happened to see the tree on the palace grounds.
At that time, it was 60 ft. tall and 60 ft. wide. He took a
cutting and brought it to America. He obtained a patent
for it here, and sold the first grafted tree in 1970. The
trunk is regular European Hornbeam and the grafted
part is completely weeping. This tree was planted here
as a memorial to Peter Stern, a noted Glastonbury
environmentalist, who was born in Vienna.
		Black Walnut (Juglans nigra)
		Town
This tree with three trunks is located near the street on
a narrow strip of land between the Town Hall and the
driveway of the house next door. The nut of this tree is
enclosed in a large, thick, yellowish-green husk which is
the source of one of the oldest dyes used for dark brown
and black color. The Black Walnut is also the source
of a fine, grained wood used for furniture. Its roots give
off a material which is toxic to many kinds of plants,
particularly tomatoes and apple trees.
#2113 Main London Planetree (Platanus x acerifolia)
		Town
A very large tree with spreading branches located
between the sidewalk and the street. The London
Planetree is a hybrid between the American Sycamore
and the Oriental Sycamore that grows in Eurasia.
The leaves of the two trees are very similar so to tell
the difference between the London Planetree and the
American Sycamore, look for the seed balls. The Oriental
form has four seed balls on a stem. The American
Sycamore has only one. The hybrid has some double seed
balls and some single. If you see a tree with any doubles,
you know it is a London Planetree. Also, the American
Sycamore usually loses its leaves early in the growing
season because of anthracnose disease. It then produces a
second crop of leaves.
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#2059 Main Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis)
		Town
Hackberry’s tolerance for urban conditions makes it
well suited for use as street or landscape tree. The tree’s
pea-sized berries are edible, ripening in early September.
The berries are remarkably high in calories from fat,
carbohydrate and protein and these calories are easily
digestible without any cooking or preparation. Omaha
Native Americans ate the berries casually, while the
Dakota used them as a flavor for meat, pounding them
fine, seeds and all. The Pawnee also pounded the berries
fine, added a little fat, and mixed them with parched corn.
		American Beech (Fagus grandifolia)
		Town
Between the sidewalk and the street. This is our native
beech tree with long, spreading, horizontal branches and
smooth, gray bark. Leaves have saw-toothed edges and
straight, parallel side veins. It produces edible beechnuts.
		European Copper Beech (Fagus sylvatica ‘Atropunicea’)
		Town
This tree is right next to the American Beech. This is a
cultivated tree with a stout trunk and very smooth dark
gray bark. With time, its spreading branches will extend
almost to the ground. Although this is a young tree,
you can see its branches are starting to turn toward the
ground. It also produces edible beechnuts inside a brown
prickly bur. It’s one of the most popular shade trees in the
landscape today. This variety is known to have existed
since 1680.
#2049 Main Camperdown Elm (Ulmus glabra ‘Camperdownii’)
		Private
This tree is back about 30 ft. from the sidewalk. During
the 19th Century at Camperdown House in Dundee,
Scotland, a mutant of the Scotch Elm was discovered
trailing along the ground like a vine. The trailing portion
was grafted to a typical Scotch Elm, Ulmus glabra. It
produced a weeping tree that is very distinctive. It has
very large and extremely rough leaves.
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#2033 Main American Elm (Ulmus americana)
		Town
Two elm trees between the sidewalk and the street.
See #2205 Main St. for description.
#2027 Main Black Oak (Quercus velutina)
		Private
2027 Main is a yellow and red brick house on the corner
of Meadow Rd. This very large tree is about 75 ft. back
from the sidewalk on private land. For that reason, it
is best viewed from the sidewalk. It’s one of the larger
Black Oaks in Connecticut and is in excellent shape.
The inner bark of the tree is yellow or orange, and was
formerly a source of gold dye for fabric.
#2003 Main Cucumber Magnolia (Magnolia acuminata)
		Private
This is a very large tree quite close to the house. It has
large leaves which appear before the greenish flowers.
The immature fruit is said to resemble a small cucumber.
#1995 Main Norway Spruce (Picea abies)
		Private
Large tree close to sidewalk, to the right of
the driveway. The Norway Spruce, native
to northern Europe, is easy to identify by
its branching habit. The lateral branches are
ascending, and the branchlets which grow from
them are descending. This is a magnificent tree,
but because of its large size and old age, these
characteristics don’t show. The weight of the
lower branches causes them to be pendulous.
Better examples are further along on the walk. The cones
of the Norway Spruce hang down from its branches and
are the largest of the spruces.
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		Shagbark Hickory (Carya ovata)
		Private
To the left of the driveway. The bark of this tree is a
distinguishing feature. Mature trees have a light gray,
shaggy bark. It separates into narrow, curved strips that
are loosely attached at the middle. This tree is not too
shaggy because of its young age. In the fall, the light
brown hickory nut is edible.
The sidewalk ends here.
Cross the street, and continue on to Hubbard Street.
Overlooking Hubbard Brook, just past the crosswalk:
		American Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis)
		Town
A double trunk tree. This species of tree
grows to a larger trunk diameter than any
other native hardwood. Its bark is whitish and
mottled. It peels off in flakes exposing patches
of brown, green and gray. Its fruit is a single
brown seed ball that hangs from a long stalk.
A common name for the American Sycamore
is Buttonball tree. This probably had an influence
on the naming of Glastonbury’s Buttonball Lane, which
was originally a service road during the construction of
Route 17. When the project was complete during the
1950s, the service road became a town street. There are 2
very tall sycamore trees on Hubbard St. at the intersection
with Buttonball Lane.
#1944 Main
		
		

Hubbard Green Town land surrounding the
Historical Society Museum Use map in the centerfold
of the guide book to aid in the location of the trees.
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#1		 Red Horse-Chestnut (Aesculus × carnea ‘Fort McNair’ )
Red horse-chestnut is a medium-sized shade tree with dark
green, palmate leaves that emerges light green in spring and
showy bold spikes of pink flowers with yellow eyes rising
above the foliage in midspring. Its relatively coarse texture can
be used to stand it apart from other landscape plants with finer
foliage.
#2		 Autumn Cherry (Prunus subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’)
Before the leaves appear in spring, the tree is covered with
many semi-double pink flowers; some flowers may also appear
in autumn if the weather is sufficiently warm. The one to
four-inch-long dark green leaves are later joined with small,
black berries. The leaves cast light shade below the spreading
canopy, and turn attractive fall colors of yellow and bronze.
#3		 Eastern Redbud (Cercis canadensis)
Near small, brick building [pumping station] about 70 ft. back
from the sidewalk. A memorial plaque is at its base. This tree is
best known for its pretty lavender-pink pea like flowers which
appear before the leaves in May. The heart-shaped leaves are
yellow in the fall.
Turn left onto Hubbard Street.
#4		 White Ash (Fraxinus americana)
This very large tree has compound leaves [each is divided into
2 or more leaflets] which are whitish on the underside. Its thick
bark has distinctive diamond shaped furrows on mature trees. The
wood of this tree is considered the finest for making baseball bats.
#5		 Upright European Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus‘Fastigiata’)
This tree is one of several cultivars of the European Hornbeam,
sometimes called Ironwood tree. It is a slender tree of pyramidal
shape. Its wood is used for tool handles.
#6		 Glastonbury Thorn Tree (Crataegus monogyna ‘Biflora’)
The Glastonbury thorn is a form of common hawthorn found
in and around Glastonbury, Somerset, England. Unlike
ordinary hawthorn trees, it flowers twice a year (hence the
name “biflora”), the first time in winter and the second time in
spring. The tree is also widely called the holy thorn, referring
to the original tree associated with legends about Joseph
of Arimathea and the arrival of Christianity in Britain. A
flowering sprig is sent to the British Monarch every Christmas.
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#7		 Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
About 25 ft. from the sidewalk. Although a major lumber tree
of the west coast, this is not a true fir tree. Its side branches are
drooping and its distinctive feature are its cones that hang down
like a spruce and have 3 pointed bracts [leaf like appendages]
extending beyond its scales. On the Pacific coast, this tree can
grow to 250 ft. In Connecticut, it rarely exceeds 100 ft.
#8		 Tricolor Beech (Fagus sylvatica ‘Purpurea Tricolor’)
The tri-color beech is a striking tree thats easy to remember. It is
often used as a specimen tree due to its variegated leaves that may
come in many variations of green, pink, and white that later turn
copper in the fall. The flowers appear April-May and the seeds
are small tri-cornered nuts, commonly known as beechnuts. The
triangular nuts turn a shiny brown color when ripe. Forest animals
and human foragers are fond of beechnuts. Be careful, beechnuts
are mildly toxic, so do not eat too many at once.
#9		 Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)
Nearby, along the sidewalk, there are several medium-sized
Sugar Maples. Note the clustered branching habit and the
typical Sugar Maple bark. There are many Sugar Maples on
and around the Hubbard Green. How many can you find? See
#2055 Main St. for full description.
#10		

White Spruce (Picea glauca)
On this spruce, the branchlets are commonly drooping, which
can be an aid to identification. Sharp needles, bluegreen in
color, are mostly on the upper side of the twigs. In Canada this
tree produces the most lumber for commercial use.

#11		

Pin Oak (Quercus palustris)
This tree, near the Civil War Memorial, is Glastonbury’s
1902 Constitution Oak. At the end of the 1902 Constitutional
Convention a delegate from each town in Connecticut was given
a small pin oak. Glastonbury’s tree was planted here on the
green. Note the old wound in the trunk. Buried in that wound is
a heavy, bronze plaque that says Constitution Oak . You can read
just a few of the letters since the bark of the tree has grown over
the plaque. See #2183 Main St. for full description of the species.

#12		

Colorado Spruce (Picea pungens)
A large group of Colorado Spruce trees span the width of the
Hubbard Green at the far end. The needles on these trees are
bluish-green or mostly green, stiff and very prickly. They stick
out in all directions from the branch. Some cultivars have a
stronger blue color than others.
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Turn left along the drive and continue to the other side of Hubbard Green.
Notice the row of Sugar Maples on each side of this back portion of the drive.
Their placement forms an allee, a French term used for an avenue or walk
bordered by trees or hedges. It is usually designed to lead toward a feature or
vista at either or both ends. An allee formed the basic framework for many of
the classic seventeenth century French gardens.
#13		

Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida)
See #2157 Main St. for description.

#14		

Kousa Dogwood (Cornus kousa)
This is a smaller tree than our native Flowering Dogwood,
reaching about 20 ft. in height. It blooms in June after the
foliage has opened. The creamy white bracts surrounding
the small, greenish flowers are pointed at the tips. The fleshy
fruit resembles a large red raspberry. The bark is exfoliating
[peeling] on mature trees causing a mottled effect that is very
attractive, especially in the winter.

#15		

Norway Spruce (Picea abies)
This group of trees is very old, but the branching habit is still
visible. See #1995 Main St. for full description.

#16		

Norway Maple (Acer platanoides ‘Schwedleri’)
This is one of the red-leaved cultivars of Norway Maple.
See #2163 Main St. for full description.

#17		

White Fir (Abies concolor)
Just past the war monument is a very tall, single trunk tree with
soft, long needles. This is one of the few fir trees that tolerates
heat and dryness. Its soft, blue-green needles are very different
from that of the stiff Colorado Spruce. Its cones are erect and
disintegrate before falling.
See #2277 Main St. for more description.

#18		

Plume Sawara Cypress (Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Plumosa’)
Just before the rear of the museum building you will see a very tall
and very straight tree with reddish bark. The bark of the Sawara
Cypress is quite different from the bark of any of the nearby trees.
This tree is a cultivar of the Japanese Sawara Cypress tree. If
its foliage were close enough to examine, you would see that it
appears to be soft but is quite sharp when touched.
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#19		

Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)
A group of six graceful trees that add beauty to any landscape.
One has a double trunk. Their horizontal branches often droop
to the ground. The needles are flat and small cones hang
from the tips of the branchlets. In recent years, the health and
sustainability of hemlocks has been threatened by attacks of
the woolly adelgid insect. Near these trees is a second Plume
Sawara Cypress.

#20		

European Larch (Larix decidua)
Just past the hemlocks. This tree is not a great specimen
because of the competition for light from nearby trees. A Larch
is a lovely, graceful tree when grown in the open light. It is
unusual because it is a deciduous conifer [cone bearing] that
loses its needles in autumn. The soft needles turn yellow very
late in the fall before they drop.

#21		

Littleleaf Linden (Tilia cordata)
This European species grows slowly in a dense pyramidal
form. The leaves and flowers of Lindens are distinctive and
make the tree easy to identify during the growing season.
Deciding which species of Linden, however, is much more
difficult. The small leaves have coarselytoothed margins and
unequally divided heartshaped bases. It has small clusters of
creamy white flowers which later develop into nutlike fruits
that hang on thin stalks attached to a narrow, leafy bract. It is
widely used as a street tree in landscapes today.

Continue along drive. Go back to Main Street and walk toward
Glastonbury Center on the east side of the street.
#2016 Main
Weeping Sargent Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis ‘Pendula’)
		Private
This Weeping Hemlock is part of a shrub and tree grouping
to the left of the driveway. It is a very popular cultivar of the
Eastern Hemlock. Charles Sprague Sargent was the first director
of the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University. This is one of
many plants he developed and therefore it bears his name.
		
		Umbrella Pine (Sciadopitys verticillata)
		Private
In the same tree grouping are 2 Umbrella Pines. These
handsome trees are slow growing, dense evergreens with long,
dark green needles which are grouped in whorls at the end
of twigs. The neat pyramidal shape adds to their value in any
landscape.
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		Norway Maple (Acer platanoides)
		Private
Tree is on the left edge of the driveway on the same property.
See #2163 Main St. for full description.
#2044 Main
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)
		Private
Between the driveways of # 2044 and # 2038 Main. We
include another Sugar Maple because this is such an
outstanding specimen of great age.
See #2055 Main St. for full description.
#2052 Main
Northern Catalpa (Catalpa speciosa)
& #2094 Main Private
The northern catalpa is a tree that captures attention. The
white, showy flowers, giant heart-shaped leaves,
dangling bean-like seed pods, and twisting trunk and branches
provide feature that every age enjoys.

#2108 Main
On the lawn in front of the Police
		Town
		Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
This tree is behind a bench. Its young green stems turn red in
winter and young leaves are tinged with red before they turn
green in spring. Flower clusters are red and fall color is dark
red. It is also called Swamp Maple because it’s often found in
moist soil in the wild. Note the difference in branching habit
and bark pattern between the Red Maple and the Sugar Maple
directly behind it. Red Maples, when young, have smooth,
gray bark. With age the bark develops narrow, scaly plates.
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		White Oak (Quercus alba)
This is a 1965 Constitution Oak. It is a descendant of the
original Charter Oak in which the 1662 state charter was
hidden from British officials in 1687. The tree was presented
to Raymond Baldwin, Glastonbury’s delegate to the 1965 state
convention, and was planted at this location. Each town was
given one. Raymond Baldwin was a resident of Glastonbury
and chairman of the convention. He was also Governor of
Connecticut, Chief Justice of the State Supreme Court and
a United States Senator. This is a wide spreading tree much
like the original Charter Oak. The leaves of White Oaks have
rounded lobes.
		Saucer Magnolia (Magnolia x soulangiana)
This tree is close to the White Oak described above. It is a
small tree with wide spreading branches. Large flower buds
open in early spring. They resemble large tulips when they
begin to open and saucers when fully open. They are pink,
purple or white. In early fall there are cone-like fruits that
contain red seeds.
		Norway Spruce (Picea abies)
At the edge of the Police Station driveway, there are 2 more
Norway Spruces. Note their branches ascending and branchlets
descending. See #1995 Main St. for full description.
		Colorado Spruce (Picea pungens)
At the south corner of the Police Station driveway, there is a
Colorado Spruce that is in very good shape. The condition of
the tree shows the positive effect of plenty of sunshine and
space to grow.
See #12 on Hubbard Green Map for description.
#2140 Main
Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
		Private
On a narrow piece of land between the driveways of # 2134 and
# 2140 Main take note of a large, old Red Maple close to the
street. There is a Sugar Maple right behind it.
See #2108 Main St. (Police Station) for description.
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#2146 Main
Osage Orange (Maclura pomifera)
		Private
This tree is close to the house. Osage Orange trees are native to the
Red River valley in northern Texas and southern Oklahoma. They
were of value to the Osage Indians of that area for their superior
strength and elasticity and used for making hunting bows and war
clubs. As firewood, it is considered the next best thing to coal.
The trunk is gnarled and the bark has narrow ridges. The fruit is
a large wrinkled ball resembling an orange in size and texture. It
is yellow-green in color and when ripened, has a very pleasant
fragrance. In previous generations, Osage Orange was known
as a great fence tree. Before barbed wire was invented in the
late 19th century, the trees were often aggressively pruned to
promote bushy growth and were planted in hedges. It was a
formidable hedge for cattle and humans to get through with its
stout thorns and tough branches.
#2162 Main
Black Oak (Quercus velutina)
		Private
This tree, with its black bark, is just north of the driveway at
the edge of the sidewalk. This property also has a large number
of Norway Spruces and a Norway Maple in front of the house
entrance. See #2027 Main St. for description.
#2168 Main
Valley Forge Elm (Ulmus americana ‘Valley Forge’)
		Private
The American Elm cultivar Ulmus americana ‘Valley Forge’
was raised by the Agricultural Research Service in Maryland
and became available 1995 after proving to have a resistance
to Dutch elm disease (DED). The disease is not of Dutch
origin, it was identified by 2 Netherland lady pathologists
in the 1920s, resulting in the the name. In all probability
the disease is of Asiatic origin.DED is caused by a fungus
called Ophiostoma ulmi that was introduced to the U.S. in the
early 1930s. The native American elm, Ulmus americana, is
extremely susceptible to the disease. In the past 50 years DED
has killed millions of stately elm trees that shaded American
streets and landscape.
#2174 Main
Paper Birch (Betula papyrifera)
		Private
		
		
		

Also called Canoe Birch because its wood was used by the
Indians to make canoes. It is known for is chalky-white bark
and frequently clumped trunks. This one has four trunks.
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Notice the bark on the very old Sugar Maple near the sidewalk.

#2190 Main
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)
		Private
This large tree is near the street, just past the driveway for
# 2174 Main. Its branching habit and bark make it a perfect
example of good form and condition.
See #2055 Main St. for description.
#2234 Main
Eastern White Pine (Pinus strobus)
		Private
On the corner of School Street. Soft, felxible needles, in
bundles of five are characteristics of this pine tree. It is the
largest conifer native to the northeast and is Maine’s state tree.
#2252 Main
Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum)
		Private
These trees get their common name from the silvery white
color on the underside of the leaf that tends to shimmer in a
breeze. The bark is also a smooth, silver gray when young and
very shaggy on older trees. Although this is a graceful tree with
somewhat pendulous branches, it is no longer recommended
for landscape planting because it is a weak tree. Its branches
break easily from wind and snow.
#2300 Main
Black Oak (Quercus velutina)
		Private
This property is on the north corner of Rankin Rd. and Main
St. that is home of real estate offices. The Black Oak is the
largest tree on the south side of the building.
See #2027 Main St. for description.
		Japanese Maple (Acer palmatum)
		Private
On the same property, on the front corner of the building. This
is a small tree with leaves palmately lobed (the shape of the
leaves resemble the palm of a hand). It is a good example of
this very decorative tree. Other varieties of Japanese Maple
have deeply-cut leaves which are in shades of red or green.
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